
S U N S T O N E

We can work to overcome the Church’s shortcomings and celebrate its enduring
lessons, which have been very real and meaningful throughout my life.

THE WORLD BEYOND THE VALLEY
B.y Esther Peterson
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WHEN I AM ASKED,

are you a Mormon, I always an-
swer with my head held high

that I was born and raised in the Church. Anyone who has
grown up in the Church and yet spent most of her life outside
its doctrinal and financial rules, has to wonder, when she
reaches my age, how this experience fits into life itself. Maybe
it is my age, maybe it is my life-long tendency toward simplicity
and sentimentality, but in recent years I have found myself
looking back again to the church of my youth. It is probably to
be expected, now that I have finally reached a mature and
reflective age and outgrown the youthful rebelliousness of the
sixties and seventies. I’m talking about my sixties and seventies.
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So your invitation to me to speak this evening has deep
meaning for me. It is sort of like a Mormon friend saying,
"Come back, Esther." But I am here to ask you, have I ever left?

What did I take away with me from my Provo girlhood on
North University Avenue, my wonderful family, my brothers
and sisters, my young womanhood at the BYU, and my teach-
ing years in Cedar City? What
are those memories telling me
about my feelings today? One
answer is very clear to me and
always has been: The LDS
church taught me to remember
and consider others and to give
of myself. I learned from my
Church experience that happi-
ness comes from that, from giv-
ing as well as from receiving. It
goes back to the old song we
used to sing: "Have I Done Any
Good in the World Today? Have
I cheered up the sad? If not, I
have failed indeed." I grew up
with this. This is very deep in
my feelings, certainly You may
think this is an oversimplifica-
tion, but to me, that song is the
heart of Mormonism. It speaks
to the Church’s great insight,
born in the adversity of the
eastern    settlements    and
nourished in the Salt Lake val-
ley: that people want and need
to belong to each other, that it is
good for us to have a social con-
science, and that we all, as the
song suggests, owe something to
this world. Something beyond
ourselves, something giving of
ourselves. Faith and good
works: Mormons could not have
built the Church and this state of
Utah without yoking faith with a
caring for others. That spirit in-
fused my childhood in this val-
ley

BUT as I grew older, I
started to wonder: Whose world are we singing about? Is it the
world of this valley, of tight-knit families, church on Sunday,
and church meetings throughout the week? Or does that song
sing of a larger world beyond our own? I have been reading
lately about life in the early Utah days, about the Greeks and
the Japanese and, yes, of the Negroes in Utah. Where were they
during my growing-up days? We knew they were there, but
did we ever really see them? I heard people talking about "the
Dagoes," but did anyone of us really reach out to them, to try

ESTHER PETERSON ON GRADUATION FROM BYU, 1927

What did I take away with me from my
Provo girlhood? That people want and

need to belong to each other, that it is good
for us to have a social conscience and
that we all owe something to this world.

to know and understand these people who were living among
us, and whom we had brought into the state to help us build
our railroads, our irrigation projects, and to work in our mines
and coal fields? I did not know then that these outsiders had
their own stores, their own churches, and their own rich
cultures which we so largely ignored. Sure, they disliked us as

much as we disliked them, but
was that any excuse for us to
allow the distance between us to
exist?

Too often, I am sorry to say,
Mormonism began to strike me
as being a little too stuck in its
own world, in its own family,
which is a very small world
compared to the one outside,
where everyone else lives. It is
like the old story all of us
know--my father used to tell it
with such glee--about the new-
comer to heaven being shown
around by Saint Peter. This
newcomer sees the Catholics in
one room, the Lutherans in an-
other, and so on, until they
come to a closed door. "Don’t
open that, that’s the Mormons,"
says Saint Peter. "They think
they’re the only ones up here."
We were taught that we were
the chosen. However, at BYU in
Professor Poulson’s course on
comparative religions, I learned
that we were but a tiny portion
of the planet’s peoples.

Two experiences during my
early years laid a solid base for
my later work. One relates to
my brother Luther. I remember
the farewell party for him at the
Provo Fourth Ward in 1913, be-
fore he left: on his mission to
England. I was, ! think, about
seven years old. I was so proud
of him when he stood up and
sang, "I might be envied by a
king, for I am a Mormon boy!" I

remember the pride I felt that he was my brother, and he was
going off to do all this.

When his letters began to arrive from England, from Liver-
pool and Blackburn, I listened as my parents read them aloud
to the family Afterwards we would discuss what he had writ-
ten. And I listened to those discussions. He wrote about the
appalling living and working conditions of the people there,
and of how he wondered if the Church’s new members had
converted to Mormonism out of true faith and belief or .just in
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hopes that the Church would help them better their situation,
help them escape their miserable living conditions.

The memory of Luther’s letters is very significant because it
let me know very early that all was not right in the world
beyond the valley. I would comfort myself with the thought
that, since we were the chosen, we were spared such worries.

But then, in my early teens, the problems of others came
closer to my world
when the railroad
workers struck in the
Salt Lake Round-
house. I drove up
from Provo in a car
full of BYU student
strikebreakers. As we
drove through the
crowded picket line,
which was being
opened up for us by a
policeman on horse-
back,    we    came
practically to a stop. A
woman with two chil-
dren, one in her arms,
caught: my eye and
said to me, "Why are
you doing this to us?
Why?" I knew some-
thing was wrong.

Robert Blake wrote
about the dark satanic
mills that my brother
Luther    witnessed.
And I was beginning
to get an insight into
the satanic work places in parts of our own country in the late
1920s. And when, as a young teacher in Boston, I first heard
the song about taking up swords and arrows of desire to build
New Jerusalem in the modem world, it helped inspire me to
work to improve the lives of workers in this country.

You all know that song, "Jerusalem," don’t you? You mind if
I read it to you? Blake wrote,

ELEANOR ROOSEVELT, CHAIR OF KENNEDY’S COMMITTEE ON
THE STATUS OF WOMEN, AND ESTHER PETERSON, VICE CHAIR, 1962.

When I helped draw up John Kennedy’s special report
on the status of women, I recalled the importance placed

on the contribution of women in early Mormon life.

And did those feet in ancient times,
walk upon England’s pastures green,
and was the Holy Lamb of God
on England’s pleasant pastures seen,
and did the countenance divine
shine forth upon these clouded hills,
and was Jerusalem builded here
among these dark satanic mills?
Bring me my bowl of burning gold,
and bring arrows of desire,
bring me my spear, O clouds unfold.
Bring me my chariots of fire.
I will not cease from mental fight,
nor shall the sword sleep in my hand

till we have built Jerusalem
in England’s green and pleasant land.

That song meant a great deal at a time when the wider world
was opening up to me.

THE effect of all this grew in me, and I began to wonder,
could organized religion, particularly a highly centralized,

orthodox one, contain
the guidance that I
needed in my life’s
work?

This is hardly a
revolutionary insight.
Everyone in this room
probably has a story to
tell about doubt and oc-
casional    frustration.
Perhaps some of you
also have, as I have,
close friends and
relatives who went be-
yond self-doubt and
questions and slipped
into a deep and abiding
distrust and disappoint-
ment with the Church.
They were hurt by a
sense of being outsiders
for their doubts. They
resented being consid-
ered less than good
Mormons for being less
than good Republicans
and for questioning au-
thority. Or they were

wounded by loved ones that sometimes used their faith as a
kind of philosophical trump card. That was hard for me.

We were taught that the glory of God is intelligence. And
then, we were denied using the intelligence that was given to
us. I can remember, as a senior at BYU, having life explained
to me in terms of a pocket watch, with God as the mainspring,
and the man I thought I was in love with, who was doing the
explaining, of course, was one of the bigger wheels, and sweet
little me somewhere down in the parts you can’t see, I think
with the rest of the women. I must tell you that ! came away
from these discussions feeling hurt, a hurt that I kept quietly
in my heart. It nurtured a kind of self doubt, the doubt that
made me ask: What’s wrong with me? Why am I different?
Why don’t I have the same rock-solid, untroubled faith that
everyone else carries so effortlessly? Why aren’t my prayers
answered when I have asked for answers?

Some people got angry with the Church, but anger was
never part of the equation for me. I think my wise and gentle
father, Lars Eggertson, that sinful coffee drinker, helped me to
keep a smile about my feelings for the Church. He helped me
sort out the list of what’s important. Nowadays they call it
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"prioritize." I must also say that my mother gave me the best
course in consumer education anyone could ever have. Apply-
ing the Church’s teachings of self-reliance and frugality and
work, she gave me lessons in caring for home and food and all
that stood me in good stead.

Later, when I was in the White House as consumer advisor
to Lyndon Johnson, I got into a
squabble with one of the big
canners who kept saying that
they could not tell the consumer
how much water there was in a
can of beans, how much was
water and how much was beans.
I sat at this conference table with
all these men. (I have to tell you
that the women were serving the
coffee from the little room next
door, and I’m sure that if I’d
talked to every one, that every
one knew that we could have
answered that, but that’s another
story.) Anyway, they said, "It
can’t be done."

And I remember saying to
them, "Have you ever canned
beans?" They hadn’t. "Well, I
have," I said, "and it can be
done 2 1 can’t tell you how many
examples of open dating, unit
pricing, all kinds of things we
worked on that came from my
background. I knew it from the
bottom up!

So, you see, I grew up and
moved away, both physically
and emotionally, from my child-
hood, yet I don’t think I ever lost
my sense of owing something to
the world that the Church gave
me. That feeling is what kept
drawing me back, and what
drew me back today.

IT was my husband Oliver,
a Lutheran from the North Dakota homesteads, who translated
that feeling of debt in me into a lifetime of work on progressive
political issues. As I look back on it, I believe that it was in my
work that the religious impulses, planted by the Church in me,
began to flower, and they have continued to flower ever since.

In Boston, when I looked into doing something beyond
myself, I naturally expected it to be Church work. But Oliver
urged me, "Do something different, Esther." This led me to be
a volunteer in the industrial department of the Boston YWCA,
where every Thursday evening the doors were opened to
women from the factories and to domestic workers--cooks
and maids from the wealthy homes. (They had one night off a

PETERSON ON A 1965 CHOCOLATE PLANT TOUR FOR PRODUCT
QUALITY CONTROL AND WOMEN’S JOB EQUALITY.

As a young teacher in Boston, I first
heard the song about taking up swords

and arrows of desire to build New
Jerusalem in the modern world. The song

helped inspire me to work to improve
the lives of workers in this country.

week, and every other Sunday after break:~ast.) That’s where I
met, for the first time, the problems that working women
faced, where I encountered industrial homework and child
labor. And it was my first, firsthand experience with what we
now call the working poor, which has been a very strong issue
in my life. This was in 1930 when the country was sinking into

the Great Depression, and it
was clear to me that these peo-
ple needed help. It was then
that I threw my energies into
work with the labor movement.

When I was growing up in
Utah, labor leaders were people
who carried bombs around in
their pockets. But for me, the
labor movement became the
way for me to express my reli-
gious beliefs; about community
and collective action, about ex-
tending a helping hand, about
fairness, and about giving a
voice to those Eleanor
Roosevelt called "the left out
people." I wonder, didn’t the
early LDS Church fathers have
ideas something like these
when they created the coopera-
tives, the United Order, the
great communitanan Church
enterprises? Maybe the United
Order did not last very long, but
the idea, to :me, says something
about the founders’ basic ideals.

During the years and dec-
ades that followed, I often
hearkened back to the core val-
ues that I absorbed in my
Mormon girlhood. I well
remember my work with Sen-
ator Elbert Thomas, one of the
great heroes from Utah. When I
asked him how he would decide
how to vote, he said he would
ask, "Is it needed? Who does it

help? Does it really help? Is it for the people? Or is it for some
special interest?" He always voted for the large group; "The
many get my vote."

Another one who used to do the same thing is former Utah
Senator Ted Moss. Oh, I remember Ted so well, his wonderful
votes and courage. I could do a speech on him, too. Anyway,
those ideas were great traditions of Utah, it seems to me. They
did what was right and let the consequences follow. You
remember that tall principle? It may be naive, but it’s stuck
with me so much.

I’ll never forget the experience with President Carter when
big multinational corporations were dumping abroad hazard-
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ous waste and sending abroad products that were banned in
this country: We finally got an executive order through, with
great difficulty, to regulate it somewhat so people would be
informed. If they wanted it they could have it; we didn’t say
they couldr~L’t. But there had to be the information. And, oh,
the corporations went after President Carter: "You can’t do
that, it’ll be political suicide." I’ll never forget when somebody
said, "Why did you approve that?" and he looked them in the
eye and said, "Because it was right." This wonderful, religious,
intelligent man paid a price for doing right.

When in the early 1960s I helped draw up John Kennedy’s
special report on the status of women, I recalled the impor-
tance placed on the contribution of women in early Mormon
life. I wanted to see that respect for women’s work renewed
and expanded. Perhaps most importantly, I wanted to see that
respect renewed and expanded in the modem Mormon church
of the clay.

I CAMF_, here to talk about faith, of course, and not work,
but my line of work took a certain amount of faith--that laws
could be passed to protect the weak, to share the general
prospe~ity it little more evenly, to see that the least among us
would have: a say. That there could be equal pay, there could

be safety, there could be information, so people could make up
their own minds as intelligent citizens. I worked for these
things. I cannot claim that this work has been religious in the
strict sense; but it was, for me, religious in a practical sense.

So I would like to suggest this evening that it is possible to
see the world beyond the valley of one’s faith and to stretch that
faith by looking into other worlds and into other lives than our
own. The Church did this for me. Sometimes, I know, I have
offended some members of the Church, and I have been
critical. But criticism can be constructive, and if you can
manage to live long enough, perhaps you will come to see your
offenses understood, as I hope mine are here tonight. That
works for the Church, too. We can work to overcome its
shortcomings and celebrate its enduring lessons, which have
been very real and very meaningful throughout my life. I
congratulate Sunstone for holding these symposia, and I thank
them for inviting me to do a little thinking out loud with you,
and for allowing me to be here for the stimulation of this
simply wonderful week that I have enjoyed. I often wonder if
my life would have been different if opportunities like this
might have been around in the twenties when I was beginning
to feel many of these issues.

So if you ask me, are you a Mormon? I say, you decide. ~:~

WIDE LIVING

When I grow up
I’m going to be
a warm woman
of big bosom
who only bakes
what sticks in teeth.
I’ll put out an album
of me singing loudly
Carole King songs
and I’ll send you
an autographed one
for your birthday,
Christmas too.
The Relief Society
will love me.
They’ll feel beautiful
next to my mumu smocks
with bare feet whenever
possible for I plan to live
where the sun only rises
and hummingbirds eat from
green plastic feeders
full of sugar water.

--JILL HEMMING

GARDEN TOMB

Where started the idea of sleep and rest?
Our visit’s work begins to break the locks,
the chains of sin; to send the messengers
of good news. Good news. Now take up this husk,
enshrouded late with haste and love and tears--
oh children, how you little understand.
now take it up again, then home to joy
before the work begins complete, anew.

So gently fold the kerchief from this face--
these wounds remain as touchstones of our grace.
As lightning cracks from earth to cloud to eye,
I take it, perfect; turn to greet the friends
who come to witness these first, glorious fruits,
like shoots that from spring earth rise ripe in bloom.
Unbounded now, to give the glory found
in comfort, teaching, feeding, clasping hands.

Our mercy races faster than the light
to turn the axis of the Earth from death
to victory through freely offered love,
not comprehended now, but on that day,
to shine for us and ours from east to west,
as all knees bow and every tongue confess
and we embrace our friends and claim our own:
Roll back that insubstantial, time-bound stone.

--LISA BOLIN HAWKINS
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